
West Virginia University 
SGA Meeting- 03/15/2017  
2016-2017 Administration  

Call to Order- at 7:30pm 
Hatfields B, Mountainlair Student Union 

Morgantown, WV 
 
Reading of the SGA Mission Statement 
 
“We, The students of West Virginia University, desiring to preserve within our 
university an atmosphere of open exchange of ideas with discussion, inquiry and 
self-expression to insure the person freedoms and general welfare of the student 
within our University, to promote principles of diversity and to continue in our 
tradition of responsible self-governance, do hereby establish this Constitution of the 
West Virginia University Student Government Association.” 
 
Roll Call 
 
President Pro Tempore Heeter - present 
Senator Brewster - present 
Senator Burgess - present 
Senator Dixon - present 
Senator Dudley - present 
Senator Ernest - present 
Senator Goff - present 
Senator Hunt- excused 
Senator Kaska- present 
Senator King - present 
Senator Knollinger – excused 
Senator McGuire - present 
Senator Quigley - present 
Senator Smith - present 
Senator Waris - present 
College Representative Hall- present 
College Representative Stover- excused 
College Representative Robinson- present 
College Representative Amato- present 
College Representative McGraw- present 
College Representative Cooper- excused 
College Representative Morgan- present 
College Representative Smith- present 
College Representative Fakhouri- present 
College Representative Levelle- present 
 
Minutes from last week have been approved 
 



Open Student Forum I 
 
VP McIntyre – This week’s discussion is centered around open carry: some states 
have open carry laws, and even states where this is legal, it should extend to college 
campuses. The question usually posed is “Do you feel safe in your lecture 
environment?” However, other students have brought up general safety, like if 
you’re a young girl and you’re walking home from South Park, should you have a 
right to carry a gun to protect yourself? For this discussion, everyone gets a minute 
and a half. 
 
Sen Brewster- Personally, I am not in favor of campus carry. Every time I go into a 
big lecture hall, the threat of a school shooting is always present, and I always check 
the entrances and exits to see where I can leave. On a college campus, stress is high 
and the political climate is very sensitive right now. Most people that carry guns 
probably wouldn’t fight against a gunman. I’m sure some people would be willing to 
risk their lives, but not a big enough majority. I know some professors are against 
this. The University of Texas just passed campus carry, and multiple students and 
professors have left campus because they don’t feel safe 
 
Sen Ernest – I am more for campus carry because I think that anyone should be carry 
a gun given responsible ownership. I’m for it because the response time of a 911 call 
is a lot longer than the response time than someone who is conceal carrying.  
 
Rep McGraw – In the ideal world, if everyone was trained to do the right thing at the 
time, campus carry should be permitted, but where I’m from, it’s pretty common for 
people to get really drunk and have target practice, so you have to wonder what a 
bunch of drunk kids are going to do in town with the campus carry. Also, in a 
situation of a school shooting, how are you sure that the person conceal carrying 
will respond in the right way? 
 
Rep Morgan – I agree with Sen Ernest. I think it’s important you go through the 
proper training, but I think this past summer, WV just passed that you don’t have to 
have training to conceal carry. I have my training to conceal carry in North Carolina, 
and I don’t know much about guns, but it was very easy for me to get my license.  
 
Brandon Waters – I agree with Doug, I think it’s very multi-faceted, and I think WV 
has very laxed laws on conceal carry. Say we were in the classroom, and I 
automatically know who is the killer in a classroom, and had he decided to get up 
and shoot everyone, I would want someone there immediately to protect me. As far 
as little kids go and campus carry in those schools, that’s a very different topic. 
 
Dir Campbell – How many people have ever walked around Morgantown for 
themselves? How many people felt uncomfortable or unsafe walking around by 
yourself? I am a main proponent for campus carry, but I also believe the university 
should have its own training code for people carrying on campus. It’s not meant for 
someone to show off their guns. Recently, I went to CPAC, and one of the best panels 



I sat in on were 4 young women who were 2nd amendment advocates. One, she was 
attacked while going home one night and they tried to kidnap her, and the only thing 
that saved her life was that she was carrying a gun. I want you guys to be safe. 
Virginia Tech was the deadliest massacre in school shooting history, and many lives 
probably could’ve been saved had someone had a gun. Have we had a incidence 
where students were drunk and someone’s gotten hurt? It’s about you guys 
protecting yourself. How many people do you think are carrying guns on campus 
that we don’t know about? 
 
Student from the Gallery – I come from Baltimore, MD, and I would have to agree 
with Marcus. It should be allowed with proper training. I had a good friend who was 
walking home one night at John Hopkins, and she was mugged and shot through the 
brain. In terms of having carrying a concealed weapon here, I agree with in ONLY in 
terms of proper training.  
  
Sen Dudley – I just wanted to point out that the point being brought up that the 
majority of people who did conceal carry probably wouldn’t stand up, but it doesn’t 
matter if every single person stood up, it matters that even one person stands up. 
The increased likeliness of defense matters. 
 
Sen Burgess – We talked about training, and the thing is, in the state of WV, you don’t 
have to have training to conceal carry. So, technically, you don’t have to have 
training on campus. It’s good to say everyone needs training, but from WVU’s 
perspective, you can’t really do that. You can’t override state law; that’s illegal.  
 
Dir Campbell – Would your outreach on this be different if you didn’t go to school in 
WV? Like Baltimore, Columbus, DC? Think about the safety issues in cities. If 
something happens here, I’m hauling my butt to Evansdale because I think it’s safer. 
 
Rep McGraw – I went to a school and they had a strict no weapon policy, including 
no pocket knives, and that was in Northern Philly. The University really can’t go 
over state law and dictate the training.  
 
VP McIntyre – I don’t feel safe walking on campus sometimes, and I’m a straight 
white male, so I can only imagine how an LGBT or Muslim student. I think it’s pretty 
important to consider the law in the state that you live in. 
 
Dir. Minihan – We have the results for February Intern of the Month, and the person 
who won this month was nominated several times over the past few months. Intern 
of the Month is Shannon Cawley.  
 
Sen Burgess – Eberly is doing some different events this week, mostly with the 
Russian department. It’s been 100 years since the Revolution. “Revolutionary 
Russian: The Letter Looks Bougie, Comrade!” is being given Pitt Professor David J 
Birnbaum tomorrow in Clark Hall Room 104 From 5-6:30PM. It’s basically talking 
about when the Bolsheviks were pushed out, how the language changed. The other 



one next week is “Anti-Semitism and the Hatred of ‘Other’”, and I think it’s very 
relevant today’s political climate. The speaker is Miriam Katin, and mother was a 
Holocaust survivor, and she and her mother were in hiding in Romania during the 
war. That’s going to be next Wed from 6:30 to 8:00 PM in Ming Hsieh. 
 
The President’s Report 
 
President Merow- Hope everyone had a great break. Look out on Twitter all week, 
we’re tweeting out all the events going on the University, a lot of stuff especially on 
Friday for St. Patrick’s day, and please please please be careful. Representatives 
Amato and Robinson and I met with Dean Farris about the bike share program, and 
he’s very on board with the idea. We’re going to move forward with that with the 
department of transportation. I’ve sent out two doodle polls, one for the bylaws and 
another one for the Share-A-Swipe meals to be delivered. There’s a couple of dates 
for both of those. If you ordered graduation cords, please bring your $5 in the next 
couple of weeks. We have the men’s basketball team game tomorrow at 5, and 
they’ll be playing that at several locations across the campus. 
 
Senators’ Reports 
 
Sen Burgess – I met today with another global affairs committee, and this was on risk 
management. There’s a couple of things, particularly insurance, that were discussed. 
When you are overseas with WVU, you’re technically covered by the University, but 
when you return, you’re no longer covered. Last week, we voted and passed the 
referendum to be put on the ballot about the student led study abroad scholarship 
optional increasement. Please advocate for that, and I hope to talk more about that.  
 
Sen Ernest – I’ve been thinking about an initiative that an academic advisor came to 
me about. One word: clickers. Not everyone uses clickers all the time, but you don’t 
always use those every time. The initiative is called Cop a Clicker, a rack type thing 
where people who don’t want their clickers anyways can donate it to the Rack, and 
incoming freshman or anyone really, can come rent it out for the semester and then 
return it at the end. Kim Harrison is on board.  
 
College Representatives’ Reports 
 
None. 
 
Executive Reports 
 
Treasurer Daniel – I have a couple of different things, first the state of our grant 
budget. If everything goes as planned tonight, we will have about $3000 left in our 
external grant budget. We’ve based it off of what we already allocated. I’m going to 
have some of our interns have kept a more updated account of our money. With that 
being said, spend your Senators and Representatives budget. If you still have money 
left, I’m going to contact you to put that into the grant budget. We have a waitlist 



right now, but it all just depends what point we hit in the budget. A couple of my 
interns are going to do the financial bill today. Brady Smith came up to me and Julie, 
and he’s apart of Rise Against Hunger, and they go around campuses and different 
orgs to help pack food and send to different parts of the world. Last year, they gave 
about 60 million meals, and this year, their goal is 80 million meals. If anyone’s 
interested in helping bringing it large scale to WVU, let me know.  
 
COS Kiess – Earlier this evening, I sent the Executive of the Year Doodle Poll, and 
only executives are allowed to vote on that, and the winner will be announced at 
Inauguration. 
 
Dir Poling – The WVU Art Movement has some really big stuff coming up, and tis 
about having art in the community for benefit. Tomorrow at 6 PM, the Ronald 
McDonald house is having a volunteer event to put together baskets for a silent 
auction. The next event is April 10 and it’s an Easter social, and Ronald McDonald 
helps kids and their families who are sick who can’t afford housing everyday 
because they’re in and out of the hospital every day. The family room is more 
relaxed, and we’re going to have kids and adults events revolved around Easter, like 
Easter egg hunting. There’s a couple things they have going constantly. 
AmazonSmiles is the same as Amazon but a portion of what you buy goes towards 
Ronald McDonald. They’re basically giving these families everything. Also same with 
Kroger. I will send more details and info in the GroupMe 
 
Dir Pellegrino – I’ve been in contact with the environmental health and safety office, 
and they’ll be here next week to introduce themselves. We’re planning to have a 
focus group in terms of what the university is doing well or what they’re not. Look 
out for the Doodle Poll. 
 
Dir Obioma – We’re going to be having a planning session for the SGA FIFA 
tournament tomorrow at 5:15 in the rhododendron room.  
 
Dir Campbell – Today we finalized that Interior Resources will be sponsoring our 
reception after our day at the legislator. We will be at Recovery Sports Grill with free 
food and free soft drinks. Transportation will be provided. SALA planning is going 
really well, and we have about 12 – 14 meetings set up with different senators and 
committee hearings. We will have a meeting with the governor’s office, if not the 
governor. The board of public works will be greeting us, but I’m trying to minimize 
that time to maximize time elsewhere. 
 
Treasurer Roshan – how are we getting there? 
 
Dir Campbell – WVU bus 
 
VP McIntyre– WVU bus goes to your spam folder 
 



Dir Campbell – The email sent out about WVU day at the calendar had the wrong day 
of the week. It’s Tues the 28, not Wednesday the 28th as the email said 
 
Unfinished Business 
 
Sen Quigley – the resolution Brewster brought up, is it tabled for another week? 
 
Sen Brewster – it’s tabled indefinitely because I wasn’t able to work on it this week 
and it had to be done by this week to be put on the ballot 
 
Sen Quigley – so move to table the resolution indefinitely via UC 
Sen McGuire – second 
 
New Business 
 

• Financial Bill 2017-06 
Sen Ernest – move to suspend special rules to get our laptops out via UC 
PPT Heeter - second 
Title I. Lambda Kappa Sigma 

Intern Whitlock – They’re trying to send 2 reps to a conference to 
network and learn how to better their chapter and the pharmacy 
here at WVU. They requested expenses to cover flights. Bof is 
suggesting we cover two tickets for $500. 

Title II. MountaineerThon 
Intern Whitlock – to pay for registration 6 of 8 members to attend 
the dance marathon leadership conference in July.   
Rep - Basically, on July 20th, we want to go to UMD where we meet 
with 2500 students, and this is our national conference with 
networking, workshops, and take our chapter to the next level. We 
have the opportunity for two awards, and we also will be hosting a 
workshop and engage our peers and provide them with new 
information. Our hospital typically covers 3 people going with 3 
advisors, but we want to give the opportunity for other members to 
go to actually interact since we will be tied up with the workshop. 
We want to take our org to the next level. It’s an all-inclusive cost 
Sen Brewster – are you fine with the $1410 amount or do you want 
to raise it? 
Rep – we are fine, we think it aligns well with our org.  

Title III. Hispanic Honor Society: Sigma Delta Pi 
Intern Whitlock – For their annual Cinco De Mayo dinner to promote 
Hispanic heritage on campus. BoF is suggesting to pay for catering 
and advertising.  

Title IV. C2 – College and Career 
Intern Heeter – This for the purchase of seeds for the Seeds for 
Zambia foundation. Students will package these seeds and send 
them to farmers. BoF is suggesting $500 



Title V. Food Recovery Network 
Intern Heeter – This is for the expense to cover commercial food 
containers to be put in compost and local farms.  
Rep – I helped start FRN about 2 years ago, and since, we’ve helped 
recover about 5400 meals, and these containers will help us 
transport food. We’ve been working with WVU dining to help them 
become more sustainability. There’s a lot more organic ways to 
compost. We are going to be working with Conscious Harvest Co-Op, 
who grows food for Morgantown, and we will be transferring coffee 
grinds from the Ground, and this is a pilot program, and hopefully, 
implement it on the University Scale.  

Title VI. OXFAM America at WVU 
Intern Heeter – they are asking to cover catering cost for their yearly 
picnic.  
Rep – We are hosting a 3rd annual picnic in place of our Hunger 
banquet, and it’s a representation of poverty and hunger. When you 
get there, you are assigned a wealth level and food allotment, and 
it’s a great activity. At the end, everyone gets food so you don’t 
actually go hungry. It’s going to be a long day of discussion about 
security and food security 
Sen Brewster – what time does your event start? 
Rep – the picnic itself starts at noon 

Title VII. Fishing Team 
Intern Nistendirk – For expenses to cover the lodging for the 45 
members of the organization at the LDSSA’s annual conference held 
at Jackson’s Mill from April 7th – April 9th. 

Title VIII. Latter Day Saints Student Organization 
Intern Nistendirk – They’re attending their annual conference at 
Jackson’s Mill  

Title IX. Vida: Medical, Dental, and Veterinary Volunteers Abroad 
Intern Nistendirk – They have 8 members who will be travelling to 
Costa Rica for a medical mission.  

Title X. Iranian Students Association  
Intern McFadden – They’re asking for expenses to cover catering for 
their New Year’s Organization. Over 200 people have already bought 
tickets 
Rep – It’s our annual Persian New Year’s Celebration. Currently, we 
have about 70 full time members enrolled. We have supporters who 
have left the school but are continuing to support us. This Persian 
New Years we have every year, and this year, we’re having it at the 
Alumni Center, and it’s open to everyone. Our events range from 
info about the culture, including dancing, and a selection of food. 
There’s only so many caters that make Persian food, and WV 
especially limited 
Rep Fakhouri – how much are tickets? 
Rep – it’s $15 for students, WVU or not, and $30 for everyone else. 



Confirmed count is about 240. The problem is that they’re emailing 
their tickets 
Sen Brewster – What time is the event? 
Rep – 5:30 – 12 PM 
Rep Fakhouri – You’re collecting about $6250? 
Rep – total we had last year was about $5500 with an average of 
200-240 guests. They can also donate a certain amount, but we don’t 
have an exact total.  
Rep Fakhouri – where does your money go? 
Rep- venue mainly 
Treasurer Daniel– our point is to judge the grant, not how they’re 
using their money.  

Title XI. Alpha Phi Omega 
Intern McFadden – for rental costs and activity costs for an autism 
walk 
Sen Ernest – What’s the $1.50 difference from their requested 
amount and the suggest amount? 
Treasurer Daniel – When they gave us the exact numbers, it was a 
little different, but you can amend it 
Sen Kaska – for their t-shirts, how many are there, and are they just 
going out during the walk? 
Dir Campbell – 70 t-shirts that go out, and I think it’s part of their 
registration fee 

Title XII. Graduate Sociology Association 
Intern McFadden – for funds to cover lodging for their regional 
conference. 11 of 16 members submitted abstracts and have been 
accepted.  
Rep – 11 of our members have been accepted to present at this 
conference. It’s important to our members to present their research 
to professionals and many others in the field. It’s the North-Eastern 
conference, and it’s really important for professional development. 
It’s important to WVU to showcase their Sociology PhD program. We 
did ask for $1500, but we would like $200 for the third room, and 
even this doesn’t cover all of the lodging 
Sen Ernest – how many people are you taking? 
Rep – 11 
Rep Amato – what would the proposed number be? 
Rep – $1500, total hotel cost is $1700 but we only requested a part 
of it, and we had registration and other things you can’t pay for 
Rep Amato– What’s the $9.30 in the appendix reference to? 
Treasurer Daniel – that was a mistake and has been fixed 
Prof Klandorf- I think it’s important for grad students to present, 
why doesn’t your division support you?  
Rep – the department is helping with whatever else we can’t raise 
funds for. Graduate Student Association doesn’t have any funds 



either 
Sen Ernest – you want $200 more? 
Rep – 1500 flat is being requested  
Sen Kaska – At $579.15 for a room for 3 nights, it’s $1737 total 
Sen Quibley – what is the BoF’s stance on raising the suggested 
amount? 
Treasurer Daniel – sure, you can do it. It fits in with the average 
range we would go to, it’s a little bit higher, but it fits.  
Sen Ernest – I move raised the suggest amount to $1500 via roll call 
PPT Heeter – Weren’t the rooms like $193.05 ? 
Dir Daw – $193 per room per night.  
Rep Amato - second 

 
President Pro Tempore Heeter - aye 
Senator Brewster - nay 
Senator Burgess - aye 
Senator Dixon - aye 
Senator Dudley - aye 
Senator Ernest - aye 
Senator Goff - aye 
Senator Hunt-  
Senator Kaska- nay 
Senator King - nay 
Senator Knollinger – 
Senator McGuire - aye 
Senator Quigley - nay 
Senator Smith - nay 
Senator Waris - aye 
College Representative Hall- nay 
College Representative Stover-  
College Representative Robinson- aye 
College Representative Amato- aye 
College Representative McGraw- aye 
College Representative Cooper-  
College Representative Morgan- aye 
College Representative Smith- aye 
College Representative Fakhouri- aye 
College Representative Levelle- aye 
 
Treasurer Daniel – new total is $12481.64 

  Sen Brewster – move to vote via roll call 
  Rep Amato – second 
 

President Pro Tempore Heeter - aye 
Senator Brewster - aye 
Senator Burgess - aye 



Senator Dixon - aye 
Senator Dudley - aye 
Senator Ernest - aye 
Senator Goff - aye 
Senator Hunt-  
Senator Kaska- aye 
Senator King - aye 
Senator Knollinger – 
Senator McGuire - aye 
Senator Quigley - aye 
Senator Smith - aye 
Senator Waris - aye 
College Representative Hall- aye 
College Representative Stover-  
College Representative Robinson-aye 
College Representative Amato- preset 
College Representative McGraw- aye 
College Representative Cooper-  
College Representative Morgan- aye 
College Representative Smith- aye  
College Representative Fakhouri- aye 
College Representative Levelle- aye 
 
Treasurer Daniel – my interns will be doing the grants during the 
meeting next week as well 

 
 
Open Student Forum II 
 
Dir Daw – I sent out a Mix Blast for the Student Org of the Year Org application. We 
had 10 apps before; now we have 20, and 80 in progress. There’s about 175 orgs in 
total 
 
Advisor Reports 
 
None. 
 
Moments  
 
Sen Dixon – BoF and the interns are smooth like butter  
 
Sen Kaska – Sen Ernest for his internship 
 
Dir Campbell – Teresa for her minutes. I get really bored at work so I read through 
them. I don’t think anyone has done as good as job as she does because they are spot 
on 



 
Pres Merow – If you want an SGA pin, they’re back here on the table 
 
Rep Levelle –everyone who went down to Nicaragua and Sen King for going down to 
Prenter for their water situation 
 
 
Rep Amato – UC 
Sen Smith – second 
 
Adjournment: 8:43pm 
Written and Reviewed by Executive Secretary Hoang 
**UC= vote on by unanimous consent 
 
President Pro Tempore Heeter - 
Senator Brewster -  
Senator Burgess -  
Senator Dixon -  
Senator Dudley -  
Senator Ernest -  
Senator Goff -  
Senator Hunt-  
Senator Kaska-  
Senator King -  
Senator Knollinger – 
Senator McGuire - 
Senator Quigley -  
Senator Smith - 
Senator Waris -  
College Representative Hall-  
College Representative Stover- 
College Representative Robinson- 
College Representative Amato-  
College Representative McGraw- 
College Representative Cooper-  
College Representative Morgan- 
College Representative Smith-  
College Representative Fakhouri-  
College Representative Levelle-  
 


